
Transport Group Report for FoBRA Committee Meeting of 11 November 2021 

1. Parking TRO consultation: https://beta.bathnes.gov.uk/parking-TRO-consultation-autumn-

2021  

Reminder: The Parking TRO consultation ends on 11 November 2021.  Details of how to access the 

consultation and a copy of the Council’s communication about it were forwarded to member 

associations by email of 1 November 2021 from Justin Draeger. There is a parallel local consultation 

for residents in the Oldfield Park and Westmoreland area of the city on a proposed new Resident 

Parking Zone. 

2. Local Plan Partial Update – Transport aspects 

A response was submitted on behalf of FoBRA based on the information previously circulated to 

member associations. We indicated we would welcome being asked to participate in the 

examination hearing on some of the most relevant aspects.  In our opinion general themes of the 

Update that are relevant to the FoBRA membership are the relatively lenient treatment of 

developers on sustainable transport matters, absence of policy underpinning how developments 

should interact with planned transport infrastructure, and absence of tightly defined policies that 

will be clearly effective and enforceable in developers’ planning permissions.  We are particularly 

concerned by the removal of much policy from the Local Plan into a Supplementary Planning 

Document that will not be examined and will be considerably easier for developers to challenge. 

3. North-South route/ through-traffic/Cleveland Bridge 

Cleveland Bridge was re-opened on 25 October with a signal-controlled single lane for small vehicles 

(cars/vans) only.  The limited access has caused much congestion, although this may be exacerbated 

by current Wessex Water works ongoing in Ambury/Corn Street in central Bath, which are set to 

continue for a few more weeks. Official information about progress of the Cleveland Bridge work has 

been hard to obtain recently.  A request for information about the oldest parts of the bridge, which 

have been largely ignored in publicly available reports in spite of their load-bearing status, has been 

dismissed on grounds that a “Technical Summary Report” containing the requested information will 

be published shortly. We are keen to see full and transparent disclosure regarding the state of the 

bridge, and importantly the projected usable life under the envisaged traffic loadings, in order that 

there can be proper informed debate on what is to be done with regard to local and through-traffic 

in both the short and long term.   

4. Bus services 

Bus services are currently affected by the national shortage of HGV drivers which has contributed to 

an unprecedented shortage of bus drivers within the Bath area.  First Bus introduced a new 

timetable with temporary changes to their services with effect from 31 October, with the stated aim 

of delivering the best possible service whilst the driver shortage is being addressed.  The resulting 

unreliability of the last couple of months, and the substantially reduced frequency now applicable, 

have seriously impacted bus users and congestion around the city.  

5. Liveable Neighbourhoods 

At least most local communities who were listed as potential locations for LNs haven’t yet been 

contacted to discuss the previously foreshadowed co-design process.  An update will be sought from 

Richard Samuel at the next FoBRA Exec meeting with him. 

6. City-Uni Cycle Route 
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Following the Active Travel consultations in early 2021 it was decided by B&NES Cabinet that the 

original proposed City-Uni Cycle Route plan would not be implemented, but that “officers should 

commission a citizens’ jury or other suitable process of deep public engagement, to determine the 

most appropriate safe, strategic cycle route to improve between the city centre, the University of 

Bath and the large employment and education sites in the Claverton Down area”. It is understood 

that procurement is now taking place with regard to the setting up and running of such a process.  

Citizens’ Juries are a new departure within policy-making in B&NES, with the first such process 

therefore likely to be used as a precedent. With that in mind, the Transport Group will be advocating 

strongly as matters of general principle for clarity and transparency around determination of the 

terms of reference of the process, and for the design of the process as a whole to be appropriately 

commensurate with the nature and scope of the questions to be asked. 

7. Green Park Car Park 

Bath’s Green Park car park has been opened earlier than planned on Friday November 5 to provide 

additional short stay car parking to help support the economic recovery of business in the run up to 

Christmas. The temporary car park, on the former site of the Riverside coach park, has 104 spaces, of 

which five are disabled spaces. Payment is via the MIPERMIT cashless system. 

8. City Centre Security Zone 

A consultation on the TRO for implementation of the Security Zone closed on 14 October and 

according to the Council’s website the responses are under evaluation. 
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